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Ballots Impoun'ded Untir~,Hearing,

Court Order-Puts Freeze On Ballot Tally
'Student Court late Wednesday They were denied the chance to the elections in a legal and proper
aft~rnoon issued a temporary vote, which raised a fundamental manner." He also announced that
restraining-order against Student question of the extension of the Ken Heuck, a third-year law
B.0 d y President ' Glen voting franchise in 'student student will act as counsel for the
Weissenberger, Tom Bennett, and elections to non-undergraduate .studenf government in next
the Elections Committee which students. week's hearing. .
Bennett heads which will prohibit The extension of the vote to , The graduate students will be
the Committee from totalling all .such students is the question the represented-in the case by Michael
votes cast for the offices of Court will rule on in its hearing Levy,' who will act as Chief
Student Body President and next week. Until the. decision is Prosecutor.
Vice-President, and for the made, however, the restraining Several persons close .to the
"Charter of Student Rights and order will "freeze" the ballots in controversy cited Article IV,
Responsibilities. question. Section 'I of the, present Senate
The Court order read "That the A temporary restraining order is Constitution as being of key

ballots for the election of the the ,Court's device to preserve the importance .....in the case. The
President and Vice-President of "status quo" until it can hand- section which was seen as being'
the University of' Cincinnati down its interpretation of the imprecise and unclear in the
Student Body (Student Senate) Senate Constitution. 'meanings of the terms "student
an~ the vote on ~he Charter of Both Palasek and Aronoff body of these respective colleges"
Stu den t RIg h t s a n d explained that they were trying to and "Student Body of the
Responsibilities be impounded "involve non-undergraduate Un i versi t y", reads "The
u,nco u n ted pen din g a students in order to make this a membership' of Student Seante
determination by, the Student -';multiversity." Aronoff~who was shall consist of representatives of
Court of the rights asserted in this on the committee which drew up the undergraduate colleges of the
complaint.". the proposed Charter of Student University elected by the 'student
The order was initiated by Rights, ,commented that "the body' of .these respective colleges

graduate students Steven' M. Charter affects all students, so all and' the Student, Body VICe-
Aronoff and Robert- L. Palasek, students should have a right to President and the Stud eat 'Body
who acted "for, themselves, and as vote." , President elected by the Student
representatives of the class of all The injunction will hamper the Body of the University."
students of the University who are counting of votes for those offices This marks One of" the first, if
not full-time undergraduate .mentioned above, but will have,no not the initial, time in the history
students." effect on the counting of ballots of the Court that the voting
The case, arose when' the two for other student offices. franchise involved in, student

PART OF THE RECORD number of voters cast their baB6ts, little grac;l stttdentsattempt~, to ,-c~t _At.Wednes~y's Senate session elections was questioned With
realizing that they would not learn 'the results for. over a week because their vote Wed.nesday,afje:rno~m·l~P:resldent, Welssenberger sta~ed regard to non-undergraduate
of a Student Court injunction. ',." ,:,the,student:-go~mrnent elections. that "we (Senate) were handling students.

Senate Pace sl;w7D~n;;;~'~Hi9he$"-EY~7r'VOleTops· :5000;
In Face Of Court Order Senale, Trihunal,.Classlolals In

. Stymied' by a-Student Court 'into the night Wednesday to the P re sid en t i a I an d
restraining' order which _forbade compile and, release results of the Vice-Presidential races, "and the
the -eounting of ballots for the top 'outcomes of elections for new fate of the Charter, will not be
two.srudent-body offieesand the .Senate and Tribunal members answered for at least a week, until

also Charter of Student Rights and from the various colleges, and' 'after .the Court hears the case. The
the Responsibilities, the Senafe'class officers. ' 'o,utcome of ~he.vote <;>nthe new

Elections Committee labored far .The big questions of who won Senate constitution -'YIll,also not
be available until sometime next
week. ,
. Voter turnout was the heaviest
in' the history of student elections.
The -, total was estimated by
'Elections COmmittee chairman
Tom Bennett as being over 5000
.students, and other estimates
ranged' as high' as 5500.
Streamlined methods for
collecting, sorting, and counting
the ballots enabled the committee
to .handle the entire two-day
election with only a minimum of
problems. - ,

SENATE
The new Senate will have,' from

A& S, Fred Ertel and, John
Schneider serving one-year terms,
.and John Appel and Senate
veteran Bill Bender serving for
tw 0 year s ~ Bus i ness
,Adm i n i st rat ion will be
represented by Tad D:uemler and
John Fisher, each serving for one
year, and Dave Ammon andderry
Peter; 'who were 'elected to
two-year seats. Pharmacy will be
represented for one and two years
by .Gary Snell and S~ve Lipp,
r.espe.c:tiYely.Mfll'jorie Buchanan
(one: yeary.. and Jane' "!)raSka,
another" veteran,will be_Nursing

, (Continued on page 2)

ODK TAPS
The men of the Mpha Theta

CirCle of Omicron Delta. Kappa
will tap their spring pledge.,
class, ~e.tay, April 22, at
12:39 in the Faculty Lounge
of the UDiVersity Center.
'Election of ODK is in
recognition of , outstanding
leadership iii extracurricular
activities and scholanbip
within the University
community •
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by Patrick J. Fox
.Senate avoided any major

comment or action on the
temporary restraining order issued '
against them earlier Wednesday by.
two UC graduate students. Other
than that ,it was a quiet.evening at
Student Senate last Wednesday.
What did happen at the Senate's

weekly meeting .which, besides
almost not attaining number of
Senators needed for Qourum,

;0 lasted only about a half an hour,
was the passage of two bills.
Upon the recommendation of

Treasurer Chuck Littleton, Senate
alloted $350 more to cover the.
costs incurred in operating this
year 's s t u de n t elections.
Originally, the budget for
"elections, computed and' ratified
by last Year's Senate," provided
$450 to run the balloting.
According to Littleton, though,

increased voter turnout and rising
costs for election materials

Inside
Story

Special coverage by NR

Executive Editor Diana

Risse of "Impact 69", a

t·~r
two'.;(lay Symposium at'

Vanderbilt University

which explores the issues

and attitudes of the'

~

emerging generat'ion,

represented by ~ht' of its
spokesmen.

pages. 6-7

brought about tbeadditional
expenditures, and hence, the extra
allotment.
The student assembly

,approved the by-laws of
(Continued on page 3)

Emer qinq
"I'm not distressed at changes in the

universities. I'm concerned at the
destructive, undemocratic elements mixed
with democratic aspirations."

Senator Edmund Muskie
Democratic Senator from Maine

"We don't know as much
about birth control ... as we
haue taught ourselves about
weapons, "

McGeorge Bundy
President of the Ford Foundation-

"Order is not the end to
human life; it is a mea~s to
it .. , Give the vote to 18.year
aids .. ,give involvement and'
responsibility ·to youths, a voice
in decisions. "
/ The Reverend T .S. Hesburgh

President of Notre Dame'
University (Replacing Mayor
Samuel Yorty of LA, at left.)

"It seems to me that killing
people is, aJ:lot more serious
matter than' making love to
them. "

Anson Mount
Public Affairs Manager 'pinyboy

"It is terribly hypocritical to
criticize protestors who storm an
ROTC, building when they
(ROTC cadets) are being trained
to .etorm , other people's
buildings."

Robert Scheer

"We aregoing to emphasize the
kind of prolonged struggle when
you fight until you die, or until
whites begin to re-examine
themselves and' their decadent
institutions. "

Dr. Nathan Hare
Director of BlacK Studies
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Editor Ramnarts Magazine

"Violence in the U.S. as
ronceived and pe~etrated by a
minority of young people ... is
not achieving significant change
at all, but retarding change."

Phlllip Abbot Luce
Columnist, New GuardMagazin~
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'Speok-Out' Fi.nds Youth Concerned
With City's'Politica/, Social Problems

Page Two THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Ml. AUBURN PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
103 WM. HOWARD TAFT AVE. »:

UNIV ..AGE STUDY GROUPS 9:30 A.M. by~Jim Lipovsky

WORSHIP SERVICES 9:30 & 11:00 A.M.

opressive ..Although he urged that
Negroes work within the system,

Alternately denouncing and he charged that the "Conservative
defending "the system" two UC Repu blican" majority in
students and three other young Cincinnati had done _away with
Cincinnatians led' a "Youth proportional representation in
Speak-Out" that followed a 1954, thereby extinguishing a
Cincinnati Charter Committee major hope for black
meeting at the Vernon Manor advancement.
Hotel on Monday. Noting that the weak-ness of the
The five youths were: Dave local Democratic Party made it an

Altman, UC graduate student and unsatisfactory' vehicle for change,
former NR editor; Leroy Stots a he raised the Charterite Party as
second-year law student here; Jo . the most viable instrument for
Thomas; a Post and Times-Star Negro advancement. Stots then
reporter; James Schorr, Procter forecast that the system would
and Gamble marketing executive· fall not through "rocks, bottles,
-:and Dennis Riley, founder of th~ or bombs," but through a real
, Xavier Young Democrats. black power based on awareness;

Stots, a black student' who pride, and unity. -,.
considers himself politically Riley, claiming that the vocal
moderate, asserted that every minority of young people do
black man has a "duty" to abolish represent the feelings of millions
a system which is politically more, bl ast e'd the nation's

More Election Statistics
(Continued from page J)

and Health's 1969-70 Senator at
present, and Larry Bonhaus will
represent DAA, and University
College will be represented on'
Senate by John Baron, John
Faessler, Debbie Heck, Kathy
Hemming, and Paul Meyer.

(CHAPEL)

~TUDENTS INVITED

ATTENTION /MEN'!
MALE STAFF NEEDED FOR,COED
OVERNIGHT SUMMER CAMP

CLEVELAND JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER
Call 475-4~64 for Information

Completing the new line-up are
John Scott (one, year) and Joe
Kormos (two years) from
Engineering, and Robert Kellison
(two years) from CCM. .

TRIBUNALS
In the races for seats on college

(Continued on page 3) -IDl1r

Q.tupbnarb SQUACK SPRING POP FESTIVAL
l ,

. FEATURING

Tim Bu(kley, Staple Singers
And

Iron BUllerfly
APRIL19, 8:30 P.M.

HARA ARENA, DAYTON~ OHIO

2613 ]jJinr ~trrrt

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
Three Doors From Inner Circle --•-•..

~.•...-
~~
~.-----••........ (

""

SHILOH SPRINGS ROAD
PHoNE 278-4776

TICKETS $3, $4, $5 Now on Sale
U.C: STUDENT UNION and

SHAKER PLANE, 37 Calhoun St.
A SQUACK PRODUCTION
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T;H'NGS i'lf.s ~liy STUDENTS AND I

'FACULTY NOW YOU
-CAN STAY IN ANY SHERATON

HOTEL AT SPEC·IAL RATES
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION

CALL BILL SPEAR AT 475-2748(DAY),
421-2566(NIGHT)

Friday, April 18,-1969
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business community and political
system. The businessman he said,
treads on many, while pretending
to help the community. In
addition, he commented' that
politics .must begin applying the
"one-man, one-vote" principle.
Riley then turned his attention

to Cincinnati specifically, He
charged that local representation
is unfair on two counts: that few.
young people gain office, and that
Republicans win more seats on
the city council than they should'
rightfully have. To substantiate
the latter charge, he stated that
Republicans in the last election
won six seats with 45 percent of
the .vote, while Democrats won
only one seat with 39 percent of
the vote. Charterite candidates
took two seats with a 15 percent
total.
, Altman classified young people'
into two general groups: "Those
who hold the hope for society and
those who hold the seeds to
destruction." He commented that
those who could save Cincinnati
had withdrawn into a state of
non-involvement.
Schorr observed that restless

youths are working both inside
and outside the establishment.
Although both groups distrust the
establishment, he said, the
destructive group on the outside
"gets the play on TV and other
media." Those inside the
establishment believe in
democracy, yet refuse to conform
to the rules of politics, he
remarked.
Thomas commented that all .

people in Cincinnati must be free
if the city is to ensure freedom for
anyone. She compared the plight
of .the poor to that of a drowning
man who must be saved.
The Charter Committee held the

Speak-Out "on the premise that
they (youth) not only - have
something valuable to say but it is
also necessary and important that
the community hear them,"
according to Speak-Out
moderator E. Pope Coleman.
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Class ified Ads
Call News Record office

or place in N.R.
mail box 4 days prior

to insertion
10 cents a word

WANTED-Baby-sitterfor 5 year old
3 :30 P.M.-l: 30 A.M.MF. Call
272·2882.

A LBUMS-Dylan. Hendrix. Mayall.
Others. 921·8628

-;;i

For Sale-'65 Pontiac Tempest Cony.
Red. aUpower. like new 662-4584

F~r Rent-2 bedroom!townhouse. fUllY ~
furnished Westwood area. available
May 15 to July 5-662-4584 ..

2 '.GREGG . '.·~t
=- -=- -=- -=- -=- -=- -==...=- I ~,- - - - - --

CLEANERS
NOW LOCATED AT THE

SiGN OF THE GREEN CAI\JOPY
, 2510 CLIFTON AVE.

Nr. Calhoun -Across from DuBois Books

~,,~«;;/'''
dJ{f!/W/I!

~ ..
NEW PHON E: 751-4200 ~

DRY CLEAN ING FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE

25 YEARS IN CLIFTON HEIGHTS
At Corner of Cli ftonand McMillan

by VAN HEUSEN

The doers, the shakers-up, college

WANT .TOlM· R~NT-FREE?
Elderly woman living alone in Hyde Park wants mature woman to
live in part of large, attractive house rent-free, Two private rooms
and bath, kitchen and dining-room facilities, cleaning woman
weekly. Lead your own life, prepare your own meals, entertain
your own friends. Owner in good health, but her married children
want someone coming into house regularly, in case of emergency
or need. For information call Mrs. Hessler, 475-4260 at U.C., or
at 281-8534.

And now from Van Heusen. •• Passport 360 Men's Toiletries.

~
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Elections ...
(Continued from valle 2)

T'r ib u na l s , the following
individuals won election:
University College; Tim Collins,
Steve Driggers, Kathy Hemming,
and Mark Pace; CCM; Christine
Goodman, Charles Hoock, Cheryl

Senate ...
.~. (Continued from page 1)

Student Activities B-oard, which
had been presented to them "afew
weeks earlier. The by-laws passed
with a favorable recommendation
from Snnate's Constitution
committee.
Prior to: the short legislative

session Wednesday, President
Weissenbeiger reported that
Yippie leader Jerry &ubin will be
speaking Tuesday April 22 in the
UC Fieldhouse. According to
Weissenberger, Rubin has agreed
to appear at no cost, and
consequently there will be no
admission charge to hear the
controversial youth leader.
Weissenberger also commented

on temporary restraining order
"which halts, for the time being,
the student body elections.
Weissenberger felt that "We
(Senate) were handling the
.elections in a legal and proper
manner."
The President declined further

comment, except to say that he
had obtained the services of Ken
Heuck, a third-year law student,
to represent Senate in the
upcoming hearing tenatively
scheduled for Monpay,April 21.

For sale-wectding gown and "'eil, Size
3-5; Can 475-2379 After 5.

•.• StJ

Yoga Instruction ~ Health, relaxation
321.1359

Room Wanted-Mod. Apt., Pool,
ba.lcony, it. laundry, air cond.cl()se to
campus on Marshall Ave. but little,Furn.
$105 per month'961-0315 -

World Lit. Books for sale, tennis .raquet
961-0315 "

Looking for apartment and girl to
share it with commencing next
September Call: 921-3581

AMP-Fender ,Twin-Reverb with J. B~
Lansing speakers. 200 watts. call Ray
at 791·6650 '

Aggressive students-BF sales work, earn
$3.50 ,per hour and up in your spare
time. Male- or female call Mr. Dattilo
~2t.5111

For Apt. to sublet for summer, air
cond., near campus$95/mo. 961-78'85

, '61 Austin ,Healy 3000, $800.00
i61-2129 evenings

'64 V.W. BU5,$700.00 961-2129
evenings

'66 Suzuki 120 cc w.ell·cared for
$225.00'961-2129 evenings

Help Wanted- students desiring to
earn cash or 28 day, trip. ,to Europe in
summer of 1969. Send name, address,
an.d phone number, to Creative T'ravel
Intemationi P.O.B()x 2388 Cincinnati,
Ohio. 45201 . .

Women-for fUlifillment, excitement
and security..caJL54.1...4960 collect

College Educated girl needs typing,
excellent typist, reasonable rates'

For sale-Gretch country gentleman,
good condition, highest .bidder
861-6797 or 281-0881
Sale original art work on Union Bridge
April 26

Blow Yourself
UP Gor; Pieces

PHOTO
JIGSAW PUZZLE

1 ft. x lY2 ft.
Send My Black & White or
color photo. We will send you
a t ft. x 1112 ft.Pho,to Jigsaw
puzzle. - Mailed -in 40 easy-to-
assemble pieces; Great gift or
gag.
A $25

value for
Photo DartBoard 1 ft dia.meter $4.50 I
Get your own Personalized Photo
Dart Board. Send any black and
white o.r color photo. Mounted on I
genuine 'cork and comes with 3
precision darts.

You, o,iginal photo ,etll,ned
undamaged. Add SOc postage
and handling 10' EACH item.
Send claeclt or M.O. (No C.O.D.) to:

PHOTO JIGSAW, Dept. C
210 East 23 St .• New York, NY 10010

Dealer inquiries'invited
IBBSBBBB IS II I I IS IS &BSS SI I BSBSSI I ~

$4.50

THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI- .,,!age Three
Kline, Sharon MCDaniel, and
Sharon Scliaufuss; Home Ec;
Cathy Bowee, Nancy Howe, and
Claudia Mills; and Nursing and
Health; Juanita Karch, Norma
Jiminez, Rut)): Anne Dunker,
Linda Hall, Joan Swartz, and Jane
Walker. Results from other
colleges were not available to the
NR at press time.

CLASS OFFICERS
The senior class elected Pete

Woo' as ,President,' Rick Hopple as
Vice-President, Diane Schneider as
Secretary, .and Bob Peterson as
Treasurer. The Junior class, the
only other one in which results
were available at press time,
elected Tom Humes as President,
Dave Leopold as Vice-President,
Barbara Seibel as Secretary, and
Dave Ammon as Treasurer.

AWS
Elected to serve the Associated

Women Students were Nancy
Ellen Paulsen, President; Nancy
Howe as Vice-President; Carolyn
Shuttlesworth and Kris Hanni as
Secretaries" and Peggy Schneider
as Treasurer.
Complete results of other

offices will be carried in next
week's NR, as soon as they
be come available from the
Elections Committee. All of the
results given above are pending
final certification, and in some
cases there will be recounts.

Mi-Lo
OF CLIFTON

Miss Breck
HAIR -.
SPRAY

You 't.con,
get

married

with9utla ring. ,
,
'I

For some, any old ring might
do - cigar band included.

But most brides and grooms
are pretty particular about
the rings they choose. That's
.why ever since the Artflarved
people began making rings
back in 1850, more· brides

have worn ArtCarved than any
other. ArtCarved craftsmanshi
is the same today as it was
more' than a century ago-

careful and beautiful.

.h!Carved
Vi ED 0 I N G RING,S

ABINGTON SET

Artearve4 wedding ring8 in 14K 80lid gold
are available from '10 to over '150

Regular or extended charGe acccunts invited

GETIZ

'-

JE'VELERS
RACE NEAR FIFTH 721·5555'

TRI·COUNTY MAllO COVINGTON
WESTERN WOODSMAllO NORWOOD
WALNUT HIllS 0 KENWOOD MAll
MilFORD SHOPPING CENTER
MT. WASHINGTON 0 MIDDLETOWN
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lS[)S' Makes DeclslorlsForOthers."As if this year's student elections weren't bizarre enough,
the -restraining order placed on the Elections Committee
Wednesday -afternoon 'has added more confusion-sand more Sir: 1 ! _ '

. significance--to the student electoral process.. " A comment on the Students for
'The question, in a nutshell, is whether students who are not a Democratic S?ciety's P~oJ;est

full~time undergraduate' students-be they graduate met~ods agai nst: ~llhtar!
' . .,' ' . .' recruiters on campus. TheIr plan ISpart-tune, or. special students-have the right to vote, In to fill the appointment schedule

elections which have by custom been considered an so as to prevent interested
undergraduate excercise. Student Court's task in unravelling stude!1ts from conferrlng'!ith the
the vague wording ef the Senate constitution will not be an recru~ters, a.nd then w~stm~ the

- - ,,' ~ recruiters' .time by asking mane
easy one. ,_ , questions. I assume this protest is
Student government - that is, Student Senate and the related to the ,n~tionwid~ .SDS

Tribunals and class offices under .it - is defined in Senate's mov~ment agatnst mIhtary
". -. ' Th' 1 'ted recruiters as well as ROTC on?wn constitution as an ~~qergraduate ..on~. e c .ause CI campus. '

In the'~tory on, page one ISclear, as far as It goeswith respect Excluding any personal opinions
to 'all student legislators with the exception of the President about either SDS or the military,
and Vice-President \of the student body. 'The function of the the question in this par~ic~lar case

\ Senate is also defined in terms of the undergraduate student see~. to be ~ne of principle: ~o
• • I' , certain students (SDS members, Inalthough there IS allowance for action to be tak~n for the this case) have the right to prevent

"general welfare of the student body." I others from, seeking information
But the wording of Section I of Article IV, .already referred or pursuing their interests? ,In

to could be, construed as differentiating between' the ,other. words, they seem t~. be
,,' - '" - " , ' th assumIng the power of decisionStudent ~ody of the- ~nde~graduate colleges, and e for the student body, and their
"Student Body" of the University, It could be held. that by. decision is that the students,
not" specifically excluding non-undergraduate students, the regardless of their own opinions,
constitution implicitly includes them in its concept of-just should, not confer with recruiters,
who are the students with whom it is concerned. Perhaps the' I feel sure, however, that most
. ',' - , - , ' , , . students on ~mpus are capable ofdifferent terms of reference to the student body - maybe It making 'such a ~decision for

would be better for purposes of clarification to refer to it as themselves'. Perhpas SDS members
the "body of students" -are merely accidents of prose, and should co~sider the definition of
that the writers of this document intended no differentiation. "d~moCJ'atIc", .the type ?f .soCiety

, We don't know: the Court will have to weigh the evidence in which they claim to be armmg for.
.. . ~ ' Further, ,the SDS approach to

making ItS decision. , this problem suggests an immature
It cannot be contested that Senate, although it defines itself sarcastic attitude that will only'

in undergraduate terms, can and does affect other students. meet. with opposition, I~uI~ing
The policies and practices of Senate committees concerned recruIt~rs ~d was~mg, their trme
ith U' 'ty f Iliti d'·,'.c· "1 t' by askmg What IS the color ofWI mversrtv ac mes an services, ror examp e, are no ,the underwear?" does not seem to

limited in their effects to undergraduates. Since student \be a' rational approach. If _SDS
. government, in practice if not in intent.idoes affect graduate ~emb~rs are really ~riou~in their,
and other students is it right to deny them a vote when mtentIons ~.d b'ebef~" It seems
I, . ,II -'? ., d . , . 1 that they might devise va moree ectlon~ r~ . ~und. Again, Stu ent COurt wil have to mature intellectual protest,. one
make this decision. , that' would make 'clear rneir
Aiso-'included iri the restraining order are the votes on the' purposes' and ideas, a'rid invite

Charter of Student Rights and Responslbilities. This is an rational. reasonable .negotiat ions
- interesting matter; whatever interpretation the Court places
on, the Senate ~'Constitution, it must be realized that this -Clint 0n' ·He w<a.n
charter does not belong to a goverrimental body; it belongs to
the ttudents. The eleven points would be relevant to all
sectors of the University population. Once again, the
question arises' of whether it is .in the spirit of democracy to
den persons' a vote on' a matter which bears heavily on their
rights in their 'particular societal setting. ;,

<, The Court's job is particularly difficult in view of the fact
that there is no precedent to learn from -in this 'campus'
recent 'history. The questions are murky, and there is no
definjtive right or wrong.
, What we have tried til do is'explain the problems in a little
bit of detail. What the counsel for each of the respective sides'
has to do is examine the issues in intimate detail, and try to
clarify and identify the problems. For all the confusion and
unfortunate delay in arriving at a.working government, for the
year 1969-1970, it appears that when the smoke clears we
may just have a student government which is precise in its'

I relation to the University as one body.

\

with the oPpositioh, that is, the
military.

Betty Lange
A&S, '70

Graduate Voting?
Sir:
, Today when I attempted to vote
in the campus elections, I learned
that graduate students are
disenfranchised at UC.There has
been much talk "recently about
participatory democracy, yet here
we have a situation where a large
and presumably well-qualified
group of, students is completely
without representation or voting
rights in .the student, government.
Having been at UC only one

year, I am unaware of the history
of graduate student' government
here. However, I feel that
graduate and· undergraduate
students share many problems and
should be represented by the same
governing body. I would -be
interested in hearing other
opinions on this topic.

Candice Brown
Graduate School

'J oc k Hange-ups
sir:
Tuesday afternoon Jim FLnger

.made a, statement to the effect
that most students are on' campus
because' of their minds and the '
jocks, are here only because of
their bodies. I think this is, very
true and substantiated by the
jocks themselves as they stumble
through campusin packs harassing
verbally or otherwise anyone
whose looks' or dress they don't
like. -
To prove my pomt,"' on

Wednesday I was walking by the
Rhine Room when I noticed a
jo ck throwing, rather large
spitballs at two long-haired

Teens
The city of Cincinnati is in' the

process of organizing a massive
"Teens for Decency" rally.
Although 'this city as usual is
faking second place in this
campaign, the ideas and sentiments
embodied, in this venture, if they
are sincere, (arid to many that is a
big doubt) .are of the utmost
importance, and deserves nothing
but high applause.
Cincinnati, however, at this

time, ..stands a chance of taking
one .1of the biggest steps in the
realm of human understanding, a
step that would not be second
behind any ,'but a novel and vital
step that would give this city the
leadership it so badly lacks today.
This writer, therefore at this time
challenges Cincinnati to
immediately plan, support, and
effectively utilize a meaningful
"Teens against Racism '.' rally, 'not
one that would end at the
physical rally stage, but one that
would be the beginning of a brand
new life .style for Cincinnati and
America at large. '

A Meaningful Venture
For, many years those who

consider themselves the moral
stalwarts of this city have,
engaged, themselves in far too
much meaningless rhetoric. The
problems confronting this city
and its environment have I been
constantly skirted, the real issues
are not' being .confronted, the
more meaningful actions that
should . be taken are left
smoldering by the wayside. Let us
see the city fathers begin to make
a concerted effort towardsolvtng
problems such ,as racism, poverty,
job discrimination, lack of funds
for education, an open and
meaningful housing law (not the
myth we presently have) and
above all, a true respect 'for
human dignity. Let us begin to
utilize the surging masses of our
youth, not to perpetuate past
myths, but to lead this cit,y and,
indeed, this nation onto a higher
plane of human understanding.
This' in' reality will be a
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For Decency?
rneaningfulve~tur~.

AnOpen Challenge
This writer openly and

unequivolcally challenges the
entire city of Cincinnati, from the
richest, to the poorest, the
intellects to the uneducated, to
make what in' essence would be
probably the greatest stride ever
taken in this community. I further
challenge Frank Weikel of the
Cincinnati Enquirer, along with
his boss Brady: Black, Judge
Be-njamin Schwartz of " the
Juvenile Court, along with Judge
George S. Heitzler in.the Divorce
-Court, and every 'mumcipal'judge
and, county prosecutor to throw
their support in this venture. '\
Let us hear the voice of John

Held, Mayor Ruelhmann and the
\ entire City Council. Let their
leadership be fIrst and foremost
on 'this vital issue. Herein lies the
opportunity for the Republican
and Democratic parties of this
city to give the needed
non-partisan guidance to come
forth' honestly and meaningfully
in the pursuit of human dignity.
Let the facades that this city have
been accused of, begin to fall. Let
the respect which' the young is
fast loosing I for those, who we
once looked up to, be again
rekindled.' Let the justice we so
often talk about become a reality.

A Meaningful Morality
The current "Te'ens for

Decency" rally is, as the media
"tells us, based on morals. If this be
true then let this morality find its
.way in its true and meaningful
context, into the homes of those
who would teach their children
racial or religious prejudice. The
definition given for the decency
rally is that of respect. However,
after looking at the actions, lives
and practices of those who shout
the 'loudest support for the rally:
one is forced to seek a
redefinition of the term respect. If
we are unable to see and
understand our fellow men,
whether they differ1'rom us in

, color of skin, religious beliefs ?r

~

students. I walked over to him
and said that he wasn't very,
'bright. He replied by screaming a
, loud obscenity at me as 1 walked
away and then -he started to
follow me. When he saw that 'r
had stopped to talk to a friend he ~
then stopped, gave a loud Bronx
cheer, and left.
This is not an isolated incident.

I'm sure you' know of others who
the jocks have bothered. What 'can
be done? I can think of only two
things - either abolish the athletic
program and' concentrate on
education (that's. what a
university is for, isn't it?) or
perhaps put the jocks with the
other animals that are needed for
their bodies in the zoo where they
can't bother anyone but
themselves. At least get them off
the campus, and soon.

, Paul Ginsberg
DAA, '71

SO?

~

Wh oSays
, Sir:

I read that article on "Cadence
of a Different Drummer" an I
thought it was real fine. That boy
kno:ws 'his noodles. I liked them
first two panographs where Noah
says what the- University thinks. -
Yes sir, that boy knows what his'
talkin on. I specially like them
words like "massive political
establishment," "powers to be,"
and "great ruling blocks." I ain't
got much book leamin yet, but I
heard them words before. Me and
Frank didn't have no classes. so
we was one of the ones that saw
that feller ',take his clothes off,
, God help his soul! (I just wish Mr.
Finger had saw that!)
That, panograph on

"bureaucracy" was my favorite. I
knew it was important cause he'
says that word seven timelil in six

(Continued on page 5)

:;

~

'financial standing, then we are in
reality deceiving ourselves. If we
see respect as a.double standard in
the courts of law and remain
silent, if we see our fellow men
prevented from living in decent
houses, if we allow the law to
mean one thing to one- group and
a different thing to 'another, then
we have completely missed the
point. Morality will, in essence,
have lost its basic fiber "morals",

Respect And The Home .
A Teens Against Racism and

Prejudice would begin' to build a
base through which the teaching
by many Cincinnati parents of
prejudice and, racism to their
children, at home could be
eliminated. The efforts by many
students' on this very campus, to
show their parents the psychotic
sickness that is racism, Could be
furthered. The apparent and
distressing "slip" in a quotefrom
the president of the Teens for
Decency rally, who is incidentally
a UC student. "We do not
discriminate here. We even have
Negroes'," could be virtually
eliminated {rom further talks by
our youths. The apparent "us"

...and "they" connotation of the
-words "even have" in the above
quote, would easily be removed
from our language. In the
pursuit of -understanding we must
seek balance, we must remember
that no individual, no culture, no
people, and no state can endure
without self-respect, and without
placing a positive value on its own
memories and its own character.
Yet neither individual nor state
can maintain self-control if they
idolize their current memories and
preferences beyond the possibility
of developement 'and, change
under the -impact-of experiences
and information from outside
references. I

Herein lies a big chance for this
city to begin' to practice what it
preaches. Come then, Cincinnati,
how about a Teens Against
Racism? Prove to the world that
you cainvalue human dignity.

;:;
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SDS P'rolesls· ROIC-'sPresenee)
Proposes "leach-in"" Wilh'Officials
Occupation of the, hallway in

fro n t of the UC ROTC
department in the basement of
the Biology Building Wednesday
by members of SDS served to
focus attention on the SDS
protest against the teaching of
militarism on campus.
Gathering in quiet . groups and

engaging in conversation with
students and officers of the
ROTC, approximately three
dozen SDS members assembled at

- 9:30 who were, in the words of a
printed. statement, "acting in
strong condemnation' of the
Vietnam War, and especially
against those administrators who
insist that, militarism be taught
and promoted on the campus."
Sitting in, front of the ROTC

signified that students involved in
SDS, according to the statement,
"find this passive acceptance of
the military, the war, and the
collective indoctrination of our
persons intolerable, and, are
demonstrating against it."
Discussions between individuals

lining' the hallway and ROTC, '
authorities and corpsmen led to a
proposal by members of SDS that
a debate or "teach-in" be
scheduled on the Union Bridge to
evaluate the 'merits' of military
training at an education
institution such as the university.
If Rotc spokesmen accept the

opportunity for a public debate"

M.ore letters ...
(Continued from,P'!~_~)_

panographs. When the writer used
that word "pussy-footing," I
knew I was votin for him, cause
my favorite man for President in
1968 used that word all the time.
That just goes to show you, we're
all tlyin the same direction-we
just have different kinds of wings.
When he wound up by saying
them men ain't got no right to
deny it, I felt like standin up and
sayin, "Sock it to em!" Yes, sir,
Noah's my man.

Dave Mathews
A&S, '70

RAZOR· CUTTING
AN'D

REGULAR HAIR
CUTTING

--/
done by

EUROPEAN
MASTER BARBERS

ESQUIRE.B~RBER SHOP
NEXT TO 5th 3rd BANK

228W. McMillan
OPEN ALL WEEK

MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8 - 6
SATURDAY 8 - 5

621-5060
--- -,

the 'meeting will be held next
week. A definite date has not
been established.
Wednesday's' "demonstration"

was not an attempt to interfere
with operations in the' ROTC

offices. and William Nester. Dean
of Students commented that the
University being a place of open
forum, 'cannot infringe on their
right to dissent as long as they do
not violate the rights of others.

SITTING-IN in the ROTC office, SDS'ers protest the teaching of
military science in the University. The group later demaded that ROTC
officials take part in a "Teach-in." ,

,(NR photo .!>yRod Pennington)-------' ALPHA P,HIOMEGA

SURVIVAL KIT
If you are interested in having your parents, girlfri~nd, or boyfriend back

home receive information on a SURVIVAL KIT, please fill in the form
below. Information concerning APO's Rescue Committee and their EXAM
WEEK SURVIVAL KIT will be sent to them. .
The SURVIVAL KIT consists of fruits, sweets, pop and other necessities

\ for successful cramming for the June Exam period. This program is
sponsored by the University of Cincinnati Chapter for the benefit of its
Community Service Fund. This .Fund finances service projects to the
Campus Community aswell as the Greater Cincinnati Area. .
Please deposit your completed request in MCiilbox No. 13, Alpha Phi

Omega, Behind the University center Desk.

Please send infonnation on the SURVIVAL KIT to
( ) my parents (,) my boyfriend (). my girlfriend

NAME ••• ' ••••••••••••••••••

ADDRESS •• '.; •• -.' •••. o' ;', .• ..:.~..~.T':..••••

CITY ••••• ' .STATE.

LAST WEEK
• .•.• ZIP ••.• ' •.•.•

Deposit -By
Wed.: April 23.

Why Nol Be A
'A U.C.C~eerleader?

Aten anJ. 'kIcunen
~ 1\ CLINICS: APRIL 30, MAY 1,5

'FIELDHOUSE 7-, '
MAY 3, SCHMIDLAPP 10-12

TRYOUTS: MA Y 7-8'
M.R. BEARCAT CLINIC:

.!.\P1UL3Q!_?~9; FIELDHOUSE

SUMMER JOBS
WE HAVE ASPE3CIAlJOB JUST "FC)R voui

National ~gency of Student Employment
P. o. Box 52492

New Orleans, Louisiana 70150
\ I

oCash oCheck , ·0Money Order

GENTLEMEN: Pleasesend 1969 Summer Job' Directories Checked Below.
' .

o VACATION RESORT JOBS $3.00
Work with students at America's finest Resorts.

o FOREIGN JOBS
Gain valuable experiences.abroad with pay.

D·CAREER TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES ." '
. Start your 'careerworking with America's best companies.

,-~..•
$3.00

$3.00"""

o SP.ECIALOFFE. Our latest bulletin which contains all three job
fields plus a special job assignment for you. Please
state interest and desired location. $4.00

,Page Five

Sigma Si9l11a ._
. May "'3 SAILB·OAT·
Win A

STAN BRAKHAGE
, AND HIS FILMS
M'ONDAY-APRIL 21
~REA:r HALL $1.00

SCENES FROM UN'DER
CHllDH,QODI & II

THIS WEEK AT HILLEL
FRI. ORIGINAL SERVICE AT

7:30 IN MEMQRY of 6,0,00,000.

SUN~SEMINrAR DINNERS FILMS
,on the. HOLOCAUST. 4: 00

at Charles

VAN HEUSENe417
CLASSIC STRIPES IN

CONTEMPORARY.COIORS
. :;:-..,....;"~:;-::::~~-:-.

IBlliB&!

:::::::::: . ::::: _-.:.-.

'f_"-~
PERMA,NENTIY PRESSED vANOPRESSTM
Fashion right. Brightly striped. This new-color- shirt by
Van Heusen is handsomelytailored in the authentic "417
V-Taper" tradition for tnm, slim fit. Permanently pressed
Vanopress™of 50% Fortrel*polyester/50% cotton. York
button-down collar. 7 button-front. longer shirt tails.
Choosefrom a variety of colors. $6 '.

208 W.McMillan (by Shipley's) 721-5175
; Budget Accounts Available

,FREE PARKING at Clifton Parking Lot-161 W.McMillan

~
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Impact '69 Explore.s.U-S Military,
. . :;;;...•.

value, Bundy argued, because of its high
.cost and questionable effectiveness, In

Amidst the many polls, surveys, and tests addition, he-advocates widening thecenter
in the past few years that have attempted of attention from a particular weapon like
to analyze today's college student with the ABM to the issue of total reduction of
irrelevant formulas, a refreshing and - armaments. "In our own interest and in the
challenging program conducted at interest of mankind," Bundy continued,
Vander b itt University. last . weekend "the problem must be confronted and
dispensed with the statistics and data and de-escalation must be promotecJ.".
launched a meaningful probe of the youth Equally imposing is the problem of the'
ofthe '60's. ever-increasing population. The struggle for
IMPACT was the. title of the program; survi val because, of the population

the theme: The E 7 .rging Generation; the explosion ought to be attacked with wise
cast: a group of eight eminent speakers, , use of birth control and family planning.
renowned for their outspoken views of Family planning methods, Bundy
domestic developments, and a congregation explained are "Model T now." The, world
of delegates representing over 70' colleges needs new ways -to make choices on the
and' universities around the country. best manner to deal with this dilemma, he
Understanding the' generation that has asserted; "We don't know as much about

evolved in the last decade did not pose and ,birth control ... as we have taught
easy job, but the task was an urgent and ourselves about weapons."
stimulating one: to analyze the motives, Evaluating the opportunities for
desires, and actions of "youth 1969" and- solutions to these problems, Bundy saw as
the influence its activities will have in vital the' maintenance of faith in the
ensuring weeks and years. democratic process, which he admitted is a
Perhaps the answers to all the nation's "hard game." The hope lies, he said, in

problems were not discovered in those two students and all young people accepting
days, but a most important example was responsibility and not allowing themselves
· presented for all to see: the value of 0 to be restricted by obligations.
confrontation, confrontation of individuals To solve these 'and other: crises, Bundy
and ideas.' The need for universities to concluded,prqmoting" 'civil peace and
allow their students to tie exposed toe mutual tolerance is critical to American
variety of philosophies was' never more colleges and universities. "Extremes'," he
clear, and the role of such institutions in said, "are tearing the' fabric of. the
educating students. to discriminate ideas American university . apart," and it is
was never more valued. "nonsense" that· the institution is

/I Whether tomorrow's leaders will be (as ineffectiveJ~r the promotio.~ of,freed om.
the IMPAGr magazine stated) "able to leap ".. - .
administrative hurdles in a single bound,
faster than burning napalm, stronger than a
Chicago cop, able to change the course of
mighty' 'nations" is doubtful; but their'
endeavors. to '''undo the. mistakes of the
Clark Kent""generation" will not pass
unheeded, an«fiheR voiCfiofpraise dissent
will not be stilled.' - ,
· With a vision that Alexander Heard,
Chancellor of Vanderbilt, has expressed in .
"The nation is our campus, and the world
our whole -concern," a symposium of
Ieaderson the left-and right and a body of
students motivated by a yearning for
changes in our society demonstrated their
desire for the truth and intelligent, mature
courses of action. -
The conference was an open rebellion

against the philosophy espoused by a
Nashville resident and Vanderbilt alumni,
Thomas J. Anderson, a national leader of
· the John Birch Society. Writing in the
IMPft CT magazine, Anderson stated, "The
first ,~quirenient and obligation of the
institution of learning is to build character.
'Free speech' and 'search for truth' do not
include the right to advocate subversion,
insurrection, anarchy, arson, murder and
treason; Nor. does 'academic freedom'
include the right -to publicly advocate
atheism, Communism, drugs, free love and
homosexuality ... Communists," he said,
"should not be .heard ,' .. but imprisoned.
(Stokely) Carmichael and his ilk should be
convicted of treason and be deported or
hung."
Such a double standard was not the

answer students were seeking.
The problems of student unrest and

disillusionment were, in comparison,
investigated in open debate, conducted on
the podium in formal speeches and In small
discussion groups, where exchange of
.dialogue hit a maximum. Addressed by
such national leaders as Senator Edmund
Muskie, McGeorge Bundy, Phillip Abbott
Luce, Robert Scheer, Congressman Allard
Lowenstein, Dr. Nathan Hare, Father T. S.
Hesburgh , and Anson Mount, the
conference was endowed with a variety of
opinions on the effects of. U.S. foreign
policy, the major catalysts for campus
revolts, the racial crisis, and the changing
morals of the emerging generation.
One of the prime sources of

disillusionment among young people in this
country, according to Bundy, the
symposium's first speaker, is the lack of
faith in the democratic process. Bundy,
who served as advisor to Presidents
KennedyanW Johnson, viewed this
uncertainty as the products of the threat of
nuclear weapons and the menace of the
population explosion. '
Although he considers today's youth to

havehigner levels of education and a
greater sense of -optimism about what can
be accomplished in the future than
previous generations, frustration builds
because information about technological
advances. and' their importance is not easily
obtained. <

"The mass escalation of technology in
the Soviet Union and the United States
makes 1969 a turning point ... the
ordinary 'citizen, not having access to
information, cannot have his own personal
judgment on this problem."

Tlie .. Antiballistic Missile system
proposed by President Nixon is of dubious

by Diana Risse representation; militant and progressive by common needs of society .
organizations, however" may be perverted Continuing with an appraisal of U.S.
to undemocratic ends. foreign' policy, Muskie labelled the nation's
While Muskie quipped that the last failure to pursue the military agreement

election was not an "unmitigated example made at Geneva in 1954 a mistake, and he
of the success of the democratic process," warned of an "overestimation of U.S.
the Senator : expressed belief _in the military.foree." There is a growing wave of
democratic process and the hope that rebellion against the "Mother" role the
citizens may "someday be able to country has adopted, he said, and he hopes
accomplish goals in Convention Hall rather the Un it e d S tat e s will fin d
than in the streets." non-interventionist ways to help other
Tactics of achieving reform posed a countries and employ greater wisdom and

problem for the Congressman from Maine, restraint in f~ture ,relations. '. . _
who credited disruption violence and In conclusion, Senator Muskie advised
destruction with' better communication of reduction in deployment in the arms race,
goals at times. "Where. to draw the line," with attempts to stabilize activity and
he said "is the problem." avoid escalation. For once, Muskie--pleaded,
" ': . .. . ..,; . . _let's "take risks in the direction of peace
Indiscriminate coereion;: he added, IS instead of the direction of war."

not reasonable, since it robs itself of The military industrial complex of which
effe~iveness. He warned that ".alienable" Mu.~]de .spoke was a, major 'target of
coercion should be the exception rather criticism' for Robert Scheer" prominent
~h~. ,the rule for action and . t~t New Left. spokesman and leader of the
~ndiVld.uals should 'no~ convert political "Dump Johnson" movement.
ISSues.into .u~comprormsabl~ moral. lSSu~. Callin'g U.S. foreign policy in the past
Justice, like beauty, Muskie theonzed, IS few years a "holy anti-Communistic

in the "eyes of' the beholder," and . crusade," Scheer stated that Communism
"de,mocra~y can choke" on too many has been, a "convenient devil" which,
non-negotiable demands. - Americans say has designs on the rest of
In addition, the role of the mass the world "The good guy~that's us,"

communications media. cannot be' SCheer commented have felt an obligation
,- underestimated in its .influence on events, I to combat the thre~t of aggression on all of
because they "convey every grievance into 'the world's fronts. ' .....
every national parlor." The media make Rejecting the monolith idea of
many people aware of problems, placing COmmunism today, the editor of Ramparts
the strain on institutions for immediate argued that the movement has changed, has
sol~tions. become more .complex and nationalistic,

. and that, the motives of the United States
are "'different that what we claim."
Individual' revolutionary movements have
replaced 'the old "monolithic evil," Scheer
pointed out, and "the justification for our
foreign policy has evaporated"
The United States has acquired the

characteristics of- the devil now, insteaa of
~e enemy; the U.S. wants to create a
psychological effect on other nations,
'Scheer maintains, so that. American
economic interests are not threatened.
Two courses of action supported by the"

New Left leader suggest U.S. withdrawal
- from the empire it has established and a.'
reduction in the military-industrial
complex. The Cold War,. according to
Scheer, has become "institutionalized";
new pri.orities must be
established-domestic priorities-and if
problems such as the urban crisis.are to be
solved, 40% to 50% of the nation's
resources must be redistributed to more
constructive channels.
Turning torole of dissenters in effecting

change; Scheer termed "ironical" )the fact
that protestors are generally considered to
support violent tactics. "Very few in the
left or protest movement prefer violence,"
he stressed. The movement is forced to
move to direct tactics' by the power of the
Establishment.

_ . - . . . . . .. ' . "It is terribly hypocritical to criticize
ALUMNI MEMORIAL. HALL, above, was given to Vanderbilt by alumni as a memonal. protestors who storm an ROTC' building

to 44 men who lost their lives in World War I. Spreading over 150 acres in the heart of when they (RarC cadets) are being trained
Nashville! Tenn~, Van~rbilt is an independent, coeducati~nal i!1~itutio~, noted !or its to storm other people's buildings."
outstandingacademic and research programs. Its IMPACT senes, originated m 1964, 18 one, . Tactics he continued are determined by
of the major national symposia held annually for students to discuss and evaluate national society, '~ot by the pr~testors. Ridiculing
issues. . ' ., the idea of "genteel violence," Scheer
A program of civil disobedience can be a Failure for immediate response" he stated that when a group has the power, art

part of the democratic process" but continued, always produces protest" cal). be employed to justify many types of
judgment of this depends on the situation. reducing the hope for, real progress. violence. .
Not all forms of civil disobedience, Bundy .Redress is necessary. throug,h existing The, most significant. mark of· protest,
added, are either right or wrong. representative organizations, not-in spite of added Scheer, is that it "intrudes a sense of
The changes sought bY students at the or because of them. - urgency" into the American society, which

university level were also of importance to . Hitting a variety of topics in a rapid fire .scorns protest because it is reminded of its
Senator Muskie, who followed Bundy to question and answer period, the Senator own errors and hypocrisy.
the podium Friday night. Muskie, who advised leaving campus .disorders to the Real violence, Scheer - explained, is
sought the office of the Vice Presidency in universities to settle, and saw the different from the confrontation politics
the last national election on the. opportunity to expose military training to such as seizing buildings and staging sit-ins,
Democratic ticket, saw, the desire to the academic community as, possibly, the a policy advocated by the late Dr. Martin
reshape and reform institutions also as a only good that ROTC does. . Luther King, Jr. Confrontation polities, the
responsibility. . In a discussion of "emotional" protest, speaker emphasized, are absolutely
"I'm not distressed at changes in the Muskie called the use of force and violence essential because they have made the

university. I'm concerned at destructive, as common means "inconsistent" with the public aware of injustices and have
undemocratic elements mixed' with democratic process. Recognizing the use of motivated change.
democratic aspirations," illegal protest if the individual is willing to In response to Scheer's stand against the .
Realizing that the response from current take the consequences, he stressed, ROTC and the military, Phillip Abbott

institutions is "agonizingly slow," Muskie however, that "there is a more effective_Luce countered that "Those who won't
recognized recent assassinations, the way." - Serve in the Vietnamese War and tell you
Vietnam war, and the struggle for equality When replying to a question about the that you can't work for companies (that
as fuel for the fires of despair, but he SDS being subversive, Muskie felt that supply military hardware) are using their
credited President Kennedy's plea for many individuals within the organization rights under the First Amendment to deny,
service to country rather, than self as a are differently motivated, and refused to you yours."
continuing spark for the "emerging givea blanket description, Luce, who defected from the New Left
generation." The Vietnam war and the draft were also four yearS ago and is currently a columnist
Discussing the problems incurred when considered by the speaker, who viewed the for The New Guard Magazine sponsored by

changes involve the conflict of majority wisdom of a volunteer 'army and the the right wing Young Americans 'for
rule and mino~ity rights, Muskie "Iegitimacy" of the military. Freedom, argued that charges that the
maintained 'that sources of unrest are Revealing three major objections to the democratic -process has failed are
rooted in the discontent of the minority, volunteerarmy, Muskie considered civilian erroneous. "It has not been utilized," he

. because they are left out of decision status as favorable to a professional ranking said. "Whatever change is achieved must
making. and called recruitment for such a system come through hardwork within the system,
"Minorities," the Senator stressed, are impractical. An equally negative aspect .and according to Luce, it must come from

not willing to accept. their lot or confine would be that the temptation to Use the ·"the bottom up." , _
their action to common' or old channels. ~my for' insuring all national policY would - ~'Those who wanted change' failed in
Students Muskie claimed, are in an be too great, since all the men would be -9hi~~ because of the belief that you can

advantageous spotvto spur action, but he. professional fighters. _ . take over a political party from the top
was not sure that the university should be:;- The draft, in his opinion, is legitimate in down."
run like a political government. Demands; regard to civil rights, since he believes the
he realized, have - produced better - rights of the individual to be circumscribed
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Protest fTactics',
(continued from page 6)

Proponents of new waves of protest
movements. he continued. lack an
understanding of the method for change.
Action by today's young is not a real
revolution but is "politics of the sandbox".
games that risk backlash and jeopardize
significant change.

Although we do haveand have 'to uphold
the right of dissenting policies. in Luce's
opinion. anger has pro-moted
"p re meditated" destruction of other
Constitutional rights and has led supporters
of violence into a "blind alley".
Public education. he pointed out. Is

supported by taxpayers. and he stated that
'failure to pass bond issues and secure funds

""7

, McGeorge Bundy
is the result of public reaction against
protestors.
Luce, who has a masters in political

science from Ohio State, also believed a
fallacy exists in the "radical" position that
only direct confrontation will succeed.
Although change may not be realized
tomorrow, he commented, lasting and real
progress can, be accomplished through
"peaceful and democratic" measures.
Those who attack the government and

laws for their failure to produce
outstanding changes in racial conditions,
for example. must realize that these·
institutions cannot insure the sociological
and psychological trends, that are
necessary.
Addressing himself to the direction of

social adjustment to current crises, Allard
Lowenstein, U.s.·Representatise (D.) from
New York, called for a reassessment ot
domestic priorities and a rededication of
spirit.
Criticizing what he termed "stupendous

blindness on the part of the Pentagon," the
Congressman called for reappropriation of
federal funds and halting the continuing
escalation in the armaments race.
After a reference to the extension of

military bases. into Spain as a fruitless
effortcin the name of "national security,"
Lowenstein levelled a blast at the current
Administration's Antiballistic Missile
System. iUnless the" United States

Robert Scheer

Photos and caricature (page'
1) reprinted from Impact
Magazine, courtesy of the
Impact committee, Vanderbil\-.
University. '
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New' Mo,ral.Codes
discontinues plans for the ABM, he argued.
everyone will see how quickly a system can
become "unglued."
Insistence on an ABM complex for U.S.

protection. he surmised. must be born
from the fear that a "mad dictator" in .
China is intent upon attacking American
territory. Lowenstein remarked, that he
understood the, new system would afford
particular protection to Seattle. Chicago•...
and BOston. "I don't know why they (the
.Defense Department) think China would
have a particular liking for those three
cities," he quipped.
A . leader in the Democratic Party's

"Dump Johnson" movement last year and
a supporter' of Eugene McCarthy.
Lowenstein took a particularly critical view
of the workings of Congress. Before 'the
nation can have a viable means of making
legitimate change. he said, congressional
refor~. must be .made. '
Among the grievances Lowenstein listed

were the departure of fellow Congressmen
immediately after the roll calls at hearings,
the selection of committee chairmen on
the basis on longe'vity and the
time-eonsuming procedures Which retard
progress. "The House of Representatives."
in his' opinion, "has to be the essence of
.ineffieiency, "
The speaker pointed out, in .summary,

that the two primary stumbling blocks to
. effective change within the country were
its set of priorities and an ineffectual
system in the government.
Drawing upon a speech of the late

Senator Robert - Kennedy, who spoke at
Vanderbilt only two months before' his
death, Lowenstein appealed to the
"emerging generation" he faced. to "do
what we know we ought to do" in order to
eradicate the violence of institutions and-:
'the apathy of the public. It is time, he
added, that people change ~ system where
. "the gross national product represents
everything but what we are proud of'."
In 'a .diseussion of the use of violence in.'

civil protest, the Congressman advised the
rejection of tactics that involve any form
of, violence on campus. Such actions, he.
felt, are appropriate only where they are
the only alternative, which is not true in
most situations. Violence is often only
chaotic and pointless endeavors that
produce no benefits for anyone.
Continuing in this vein, the speaker

recognized the rationale in violating the
law and in civil disobedience.
Demonstrations of protest must not,
however, impose the will of a few on
others, and an individual must be willing to
face the consequences .of his actions if he
has a belief in what he does.
No one, Lawenstein. insisted, is opposed

to confrontation that is constructive. What
change has been accomplished has not been
brought by the radicals, he said, but "it
was you working through the democratic
process. ".
The discussion' of change which was

-eonsidered by Lowenstein 'and was of
immediate concern throughout the whole
program extended into the realm of the
new morality of youth. Anson Mount,
Public Affairs Manager for Playboy
Magazine, lashed out at what he termed the
narrow, hypocritical and irrational view of
morality taken by the older generation,
Which, he said, is not necessarily
determined by age. '
What is wrong with the whole history of

moral revolution, according to Mount, is
·that things are judged on the Way they
appear and that personal morals are; the
concern of society.
Stressing that the new morality is an

exercise· of 'humanity by allowing 'an'
Individual -to make decisions on his own
without,any pressure from others because
morality is relative to situations, Mount
criticized society's refusal to recognize the
flexibility of morals. Referring to the Ten
Commandments he commented that
people accept the philosophy that "thou
shall not kill except in war or in self
defense," but won't accept such
considerations when it comes tosex.

"Ii seems to me," Mount argued, "that
killing people is a hell of a lot more serious
matter than making love to them."
Continuing with another analogy, he

compared what people \ termed sexual
gluttony to the problem of overeating.
Society is never concerned with the
"morality" of overeating and should not
judge 'others" values of sexuality. There are
other moral issues that are more significant
that people should be concerned with he
said. '
Moralists, theorized the spokesman for

Playboy, have a demonic view of
sexuality," which is e comparable to the
Conservatives' conspiratorial view of
politics. "Sex is healthy .and wholesome,"
and is immoral only w hen it interferes','
man's welfare and happiness.

Two of the premises that are vital in
understanding the new morality. Mount
told the audience, are that the revolution is
one of .attitudes and not of activity, and
that it is more than a rebellion-it is a
rejection of the basic ethical system
founded on fear, ignorance, and guilt.
The church, he added, is not the

t/tJ' headlight of morality but is the taillight,
, and it is ridiculous that sex education leads
to the phenomenon people call "moral
decay."
. Outlining what he considered to be

Playboy's position on issues, Mount
restated that personal morality should not
be public concern and that "human
morality cannot be reduced to legality."
Criticism of Playboy's artwork is
illfounded, he believed, because it is more
just than casually accepted cartoons for'
children which reveal murder, violence, and
deception.
In' addition, Mount, commented, Playboy

stands against the attitudes of' organized
religion' when it values dogma more than
people. The magazine is "not religious, but
civilized."
."Our religion is a love affair with
life ... and the time has come for man to
throw off the suffocating tyranny of ideas
of man's body."
Agreeing with the idea that persons are

individuals instead of mere cogs in
machinery, Father T.S. Hesburgh,
President of Notre Dame University, stated
that it is realization of this principle and a.
determination to insure this standard that
motivates much of the unrest in today's
youth. Technology. must now be used for
humanity rather than individualgain, and
it is a great sense of compassion that
fosters student dissension.
Discussing' what he considered reasons

for alienation, Father -Hesburgh cited five
factors: (1) youths find that the 'university
is the' only' place where they can take
idealism seriously when they seek a
solution; (2) more students are enrolled in
universities and colleges than ever before;
(3) better education is resulting in a greater
awareness among students; (4) young
people are now more concerned with issues

Edmund Muskie
and injustices; and (5) today's world- is a
different kind, engaged in. the most violent
kind of changes-intellectual, moral,
sexual, and technologicaL .
"Peace," he said, "is no longer what we

dream;" it is essential for the stability of
our society, and it is "more than just
absence of violence, or tranquility, or
order."
In order that peace be achieved and the

causes for unrest eliminated, the university
must be the witness to: greater
communication of problems so that
concern can be made felt, the maintenance
of rationality and civility in discourse. and '
reform that is non-violent. Violence may
accomplish som~. goals, Father Hesburgh
noted, but in a university violence cart only
destroy hope and tolerance.
When violent action is wrought by an

individual's belief that he was penalized for
an act he considers "right") the speaker
said, such action removes the individual
from his community; he has not been
expelled by it.
A great opportunity to' quell current

tension and motivate change lies in the
university's and society's decisions to
provide involvement for young people who
are looking 'for ways to implement change.
"Give -the vote to 18 year olds ... give
involvement and responsibility to youths, a
voice in decisions," he urged.
Make education' relevant to life, Father

Hesburgh continuec, 'not just to the
moment, but to the future. We live in the
hope that we can improve the world, so the
most important goal' is to find channels
through which young people can act.

=

Allard Lowenstein
Dr. Nathan Hare, Director of Black

Studies at San Francisco State College,
agreed? with Father Hesburgh's plea for
innovations in society; but stressed that
struggles like that the Blackman is waging
for equality would demand many
sacrifices.
Stating that there is ''somet1iirigWrong"

With American institutions, Hare said that
they are significance of his-problem.
"If you do' not reject that society that

rejects yo~, then you are rejecting
yourself." ,Awaiting a "call to ~ms".to be
issued for the black intelligentsia, Hare
declared, "We are, going to emphasize the
kind of prolonged struggle when you. fight
until you die, or until whites begin- to
re-examine themselves and their decadent
institutions.
,"We .know there are going to be

sacrifices, but we have got to be willing to
pay the price fOJ:the freedom we have been
promised for years, but have never been
given." -
Ridiculing the society that looks upon

the black man as immoral because of the
poverty, unemployment, illiteracy, and
illegitmacy found in black ghettos, Hare
warned, "If you're calm (now) when all
else is chaos, maybe you don't understand
the situation."
In an attack against American society

and its educational systems, Hare declared
that course requirements and teaching
techniques show a profound .lack of
priorities. The system attempts to evaluate
things mechanistically, with computer-like
precision; polls, indices. studies are merely
an excuse for a real attack on urgent issues.
A time has come, he continued, when the

obsolesence and irrelevance of education
must be eradicated.
.Blacks must engage in a dedicated, fight
against racism in. order to seize the power
necessary to determine their own destiny.
Whites say they see .the ' need for
revolutionary change, Hare remarked, but
their actions do not match their words. #

Instead of merely seizing "symbols of
power," the speaker called on Blacks to
gain the "instruments of power"-money,
minds, and weapons-in order to insure
change and urged them not to 'mistake
authority for real power.
"Power," he told the audience, "is the

key thing," the key, concept of all human
confrontation; it must be exerted to rid
people of their "preoccupation with
materialism and success" and to get the
elitists to realize that equafity for all
segments of society must, and will, be
achieved. .
Hare's demands on white society

comprised the finale of the formal part of
the Impact program, and added a final,
significant aspect of the current social crisis
to the two-day survey and evaluation.

Nathan Hare
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Bearc:alsSqueak Past Musketeers;
Camp,DeFelic:e,Nagel, Williams Star

by Lew Moores
Ass't.· Sports Editor

Behind the pitching of Denny
Nagel, Jim Williams, Dick Bouldin
and Gary Wilkins, plus the hitting
of Hudie Camp and -Rick
DeFelice, the baseball Bearcats
punched their way to a 5-3
victory over UC's nemesis, Xavier.
Both Nagel, a freshman, and

Williams turned in impressive
performances to keep .Xavier
scoreless for seven innings. In that
,period, the Bearcat batters,
managed to give the duo a
comfortable 4-0 lead.
Shortstop Mike Pastura

continued his hot season slashing
out a single. Hudie Camp, who
started the game at first base and
was later moved to the outfield,
stroked a triple to deep right
center which easily scored Pastura

and UC had a 1-0 lead.
The defensive' highlight of the

encounter came in the second
inning when third baseman, Hank
Glover, adeptly knocked down a
sizzling grounder to his right,
recovered his balance and threw
out the Musketeer runner by a
step. Nagel's pitching kept the rest
of the inning tame.
Jim Nageleisen's defensive

tactics didn't go unnoticed either.
. Although Xavier managed to get
to Nagel for a hit, it was
Nageleisen who aborted Xavier
scoring as he raced back into deep
centerfield to snare a line drive off
the bat of one of the Xavier
players. .
Jim Williams was called in to

handle the pitching chores in the .
fifth inning for UC. A skillful
double play started by Williams,
who took ~ line drive off his

JOHN CASSIS, of Dayton, Ohio, representing the states of OhiO and
Michigan, and hailing from the UDiversity of Cincinnati, placed third in
the finals of the Intercollegiate Bowling Tournament held Sunday,
April 13, at the Dane County Memorial Coliseum in Madison,
Wisconsi~. A Senior, cassis rolled scores of 577 in the singles and 611
in doubles competition. A combined 1188 deternined his third place
standing. (NR Photo by Jerry Taylor)

Lacrosse Team Underway
Drop 12-4 Game To Ohio

by David Litt
Ass't.Sports Editor

Where as expansion is the key
word in professional sports today,
somewhat of an expansion has
taken place in the University of
Cincinnati Athletic Department
this year. A new team, rather
. club: has been formed on campus
and carries the name of the
University of Cincinnati Lacrosse
Club. ,.
Having the same problems as

most first year teams, the
Lacrosse squad opened its season
this past Saturday at Athens,
Ohio, when it faced the opposing
forces from Ohio University, and
fell the victims of a 12-4
decision.
The club's origin began last year

in the mind of DAA professor
Tyko Kihlstedt, .but it was not
until this fall that the club, got
into full -swing.' Having spent
many hours practicing, about 30
students are members in the club,
Freshman Al Lichter is president
of "the fastest game on two feet."
The game itself is divided into

four 15 minute periods, with free
substitution permitted'. Penalties
are called, and, the team to
outscore its. opponent wins the
game. Besides the goalie, the other
nine team members are comprised
of three defensemen, three
mid-fielders, (capable of playing
offense and defense), and three
attackers.
Armed with helmets resembling

a combination of a catcher's mask
and a linemen's headgear in
football, the players run up and
down the field in an attempt to
put the ball past the goalie. As in
hockey, opposing players are
encouraged to hit opposite team
members trying to get,the~ban.: .
Brandishing a st ick . with -3.

netting on the, end, a player is"
capable of'~~radling the ball" as
he runs down field. On the
average, a team' scores about 10
goals per game.

, Already a .major sport in the
East, lacrosse is just coming into
its own in the Midwest. Schools
such as Bowling Green, Denison,
'Ohio, and others have varsity'
squads whereas UC, Notre Dame
and Michigan State are forming
clubs.
In Saturday's loss, the Bearcats

played, according to Lichter, "a
real good team. " Quickly trailing
1-0, Tyko Kihlstedt tied the
score for the Cats early in the
opening period. A goal by
attacker Paul Laffal put UC up a
goal, but the Bobcats came right
back' to tie it. The' Bearcats were
then to go out in front (or the,
final time of the game when
Laffal passed the ball to

~sophomore -Mike Prager; and the
second-year man put it into the
Ohio net. However, this joy was"
only temporary. 'as the Bearcats
were to fallhehind5-3 at the
quarter, and 8~3 at the half.
Holding the opposition to three

goals inthe third stanza, the UC
offense was not working and fell
behind to" an insurmountable
, 11-3 'deficit. Nevertheless, the
Red and Black. came to play, and
showed' the' home team such by
playing them even in the -fourth
period for a final tally of 12-4.
Superb net minding by Bill

Joseph prevented the Cats from
total embarassment on the
opening day. While in net, Joseph
stopped 33 Bobcat attempts.
Bobcat head coach, Tiff Cook,

'said of the Bearcats, that they
never saw a first year team' do
such a good job in' their first
game.
The Lacrosse Club's next game

will be against Ashland College
April 26, and have set home
mat chef! against Ohio State on
May 3, and the ChicagoLacrosse
Club May 1·7.

C Said' UC coach Tyko Kihlstedt,
"All our players saw playingtime,
We are now trying to gain
experience for a well balanced
team in the future." ,

ankles and alertly' threw' to Camp
to double up the absentminded
Xavier runner, easily got him out
of the inning.
Williams contributed to his

pitching performance with a
leadoff hit in the fifth. Glover
sacrificed Williams to second
where he tagged up after a
towering fly ball by Pastura to'
right. Nageleisen walked, stole
second and scored behind
Williams after Camp singled.
Camp then proceeded to steal
second but was left there.
Sam Certo entered the game in

- the seventh inning along with
John Cassis who went in to play
second, and Camp was moved to
right to make room for Certo at
first. Pastura collected his second
hit of the ballgame in the bottom
of the seventh. Gordie Smith then
doubled driving in Pastura and the
Bearcats were out in front, 4-0.

Steve Neugebauer replaced
Glover at third in the eighth and
Dick Bouldin came in to relieve
reliever Williams. Bouldin' was a
little erratic in the .eighth as
Xavier mounted a rally with two
outs. One player doubled, and
they soon loaded the bases.
Another double scored two runs,
an error allowed him to .take third
where the bases were once again
loaded. Southpaw Gary Wilkins
came in to put out the fire with a
strikeout.
Rick DeFelice led 'off the

eighth, gathering his third hit of
the game, a double.Certo
grounded out and Def'elice
advanced to third. Wilkins
grounded to first but DeFelice
managed to sneak home. Xavier
added a run in the ninth but that
was all they could garner as they
went down to defeat, 5-3.
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I.Ca ts.-.Eye i

focusing on

The BanquelTraii
by Richard Katz

Sports Ed'itor

0>

It was a fItting climax to a long hard season for three UC winter
sports last Tuesday night in the University Center.' Athletes who
participated in wrestling, swimming and gymnastics were honored at
the awards banquet, which was organized by wrestling coach Jim
Mahan. ~
Herman G. Pfaltzgraff', the Assistant Dean of the University College,

was the master of ceremonies, while the Director of Recreation for
Cincinnati, Bret McGinnis, .wasthe guest speaker.
All three coaches took the opportunity to congratulate the

performances of many of their outstanding athletes this past season.
COach Mahan's wrestlers had their finest season in at least six years by

compiling an impressive 9--7-1 record. This represents the winningest
record ever by any ,UC wrestling team. "Our best match of the season
was against Notre Dame. It came right after a loss to Drake. In
retrospect as I look' back on the .season it had to be our best
performance," quipped the UC wrestling mentor between bits of
humor. The squad gained a tie in that match against one of the better
teams in the country.
After commenting that the team will take a five match victory skein

into next .season" Coach Mahan gave out numerous trophies to the
squad. Kevin Keller, a freshman, won the award for the most team
points as well as being the most. improved player on the squad.'
Tom Barrett won four awards for being the Most Valuable Wrestler,

the team Conditioning Award and two tournament awards for the
season.
Coach Roy' Lagaly summarized his swimming season by

acknowledging that his squad broke not only nine conference records
but also seven school records during the course of the year.
He presented trophies to the Most Improved Swimmer, who. .was

junior Howie Schwartz. Schwartz throughout the year consistently
lowered his times to his climatic:22.1 in the 50 yard freestyle for a
Cincy school record during the MVC meet at the end of the year. At
present, Schwartz, even though the season has ended, is presently
practicing for the Maccabiah team which goes to Israel in August,
The MVP award went to Butch Brick, while the swimmer with the

most points for the season was Denny' Scheidt. The swimming
pentathlon went to Denny Matyko. .
Coach Gary Leibrock singled out senior George Anglemeyer and Jim

McNeil for special praise. Anglemeyer placed second in the conference
meet, the only Bearcat to place. He also praised sophomores Rick
Napoli and AI Shinn, Frosh Gary Thompson was also mentioned for his
work on the still rings.

./ *****
Another honor has been heaped on Rick Roberson. He was selected

in the second round by the ABA New York Nets in Tuesday's draft.
Only an overabundant sum of money could possibly prevent Rick from
playing in the NBA with the Los Angeles Lakers ·who drafted him in the
first round of their draft last week.

*****There are not too many people who admit to know how close present
New York Knick star Cassie Russell came to playing for the UC
Bearcats. He had all but agreed to play for UC and then suddenly
changed his mind to attend Michigan. On a Thursday of his senior year
in high school, he told UCofficials that he was coming to the Queen
City to.attend school. The next day, Friday, he told an assembly at his
school likewiSe that he was going to UC. Then less than a day later he
announced that he was going' to Michigan, an announcement that
surprised everyone. So, as it turned out, Cazzie Russell came closer to
coming to ue and becoming a UC great then anyone could ever have
believed.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF;CINCINNATI Laa-osse Club .•,in its first year, is shown here in itS first game of the
season ,which ,took place in Athens, Ohio, against Ohio University's B9beats ..Unfortunately the <4ts dropped
the contest by a 12-4 count. Defensem~n Pat Allen attempts to avoid a Bobcat attacker while trying to clear
, the ball. There to help out is fellow Cat Tyke, Friend. ' .

Cincy Lirtksmen .Split Match
The Bearcat linksmen split their

triangular match Tuesday
afternoon at Terre Haute, Indiana
where they lost to Indiana State
but defeated Eastern TIl!,nois.

The match was played at the
Rea Park Golf Club in Terre
Haute. The squad from Indiana
State downed the Bearcats
10lh,-71h while the UC linksmen
then were able to best Eastern
TIlinois 13~5. '
.Besides defeafing' the Be~ca:t~J

Indiana downed Eastern Illinois

'~

121h-5th to win the match. Dick
Case of Indiana shot a three under
par 69 for medalist honors at the
Rea Park course.
For the Cats Ken Backus shot a

,72 tolead the- squad. After th~
Tuesday vmatch; the Cats' record
now stands at 3-2. ' ,
The Cats. have some, tough

competition' in line for them' in
the near 'future. This afternoon'
th.eCats play host to both the
Xavier Musketeers, and Centre
College ' at . Clovernook ' Country

Club.
After that match they meet Ball

State at Cincinnati's Kenwood
Country Club on Monday,' April
21. Then next Saturday they
travel to Huntington, West
Virginia, .the home of Marshall
University.' ,
While at Huntington, they will

play in the Mid-American
Invitational. The MAC has some
of the .finest ~golf .teams in this
"part of the country providing
good competition' and experience
,for the Bearcat Iinksmen, ~

.~
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Cincy Shut~OutBy Hoosiers;
Huskie Invitational Tomorrow

by Martin Wolf

In college sports it is expected
that a well recruited team will
overwhelm a less well recruited
team. Tennis is no exception as
Indiana proved on Tuesday, as it
defoliated DC's tennis team by a
score of nine to nothing.
Repeating last year's match,

where the overall score was
identical, Indiana proved what a
good athletic program is capable
of doing.
For two reasons, the results

were expected. Ohio State had
had little trouble in defeating DC
earlier, yet Indiana had beaten
them just a few days before
Tuesday's match. The other

reason deals with recruiting. The
Indiana squad included only one
resident of that state among its
seven players: Their places, of
residence included' Australia,
Canada, Ohio and Illinois,
Geoff Crawford came the

closest to winning for DC. The
third seeded senIor·won'the-~first
'set of his match, but was unable
to win either of the next two. He
lost the match to Geoff Hodsdon
of Australia, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Crawford was the only DC

player to last as far as the third
set. Arlo Van Denover, DC's
number one player was beaten by
Dave Brown of Canada, -:6-2,
6-3. Number two seed Gary
Tremblay fell to Chuck Parsons.

1M ·Rainout Games Re-Set
Tennis, ,Badminton' To Start

by Mark Miller

As of Wednesday, April 16th,
the Intramural Office reports that
there are 47 games behind
schedule. Considering the season
is only one week old, a great deal
of problems concerning make-up

I games has resulted. The main
source of trouble is, of course, the
weather. However, it also has been
hard to find good playing fields.
Originally, two fields had been

scheduled to accommodate 80
'softball teams, playing over 500
games, but with the varsity
football team requiring one of the
fields for spring drills, the great
inadequacies of our intramural
facilities have become very
apparent.
Coach Sample and Coach Mahan;

ask that everyone please
cooperate by not asking to
postpone games for any other
reason than inclement weather.
Any -team unable to' play for any
other reason will be forced to
default the game. The date and
time of the rescheduled games will
be posted on the intramural
bulletin board. The policy of the
1M office is to provide five days
notice for all make-up games.
Intramural managers are asked to
carefully check the board
everyday to see when their team:
plays. -

Intramural managers are
reminded that badminton entries
are due today, and the tennis
pairings have been posted and
arrangements to play should be
made immediately.
An added note is that there will

be summer intramurals this year
under the direction of Gary
Thompson. All interested persons
wanting to participate -in either
softball, . bowling, or tennis,
should contact Gary Thompson in
care of Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
as soon as possible.
\,Gary Thompson made the
announcement at the Intramural
Managers meeting. Thompson is
,the director of intramurals for
IFC and .is hoping many will
participate thus making the
schedule a successful one.
The summer intramural program

has been very worthwhile in the
past under the leadership of
Coach Sample,. and '. thisye,ar
promises to be better than ever.

UC Golf Team .
vs,

Xavier And
Centre College

Today At
Clovernook

Coach Callahan Says
The' Cheer leaders are Greatrt

IF YOUR ORGANIZATION
WOULD LIKE TO-HAVE

AN OFFIC~IN THE CENTER

Contact the space allocations
Committee, Center Board,
Thru The Space Mailbox
Near. the Information Desk

Tonight and Saturday
Doors Open 8: 00

$2.50 per person for
9 continuous hours of music

Folk Jam Every Sunday
Free!Admission Every Weds.

PROGRESSIVE ROCK a.d BLUES
OPEN WED., FRI., SAT.

No Age Limit - Open All Night
PEACE

the former Ohio State champion,
6-3, 6-1. Number four.. John
Dreier fell, after a fight, 7-5,
6-3. In the number -five and six
positions, Roger Lague and Barry
Wauligman fell 6-{), 6-2 and
6-3, E)-I, respectively. '
.The situation was similar in

doubles, with all the matches
being decided in straight sets. Van
Denover and Tremblay fell 6-1,
6-2. The number two team of
Crawford and Dreier fared the
same, losing 6--:2,6-2, and Lague
and' Tom Minter were beaten,
6-4,6-2.

YE OLDE

Excelle-nt Food
and Beverages
THERE IS A

BIG DIFFERENCE

SHIPLEY!S
214 W. McMillan St.

721-9660
41- Years YOltng

Page Niue

"Ask One Of
Customers" MY'

yMr. Tuxedo Inc.

YOUR CONVENIENT FORMAL

RENTAL SHOP

OHers

~TUDENT DISCOUNT PRICES
- Where Quality Counts-

621-4244 212 W., McMillan

I-~ _1iiIIi --- - •• _ -

I
I
I
I
I . r-

I BUY 2 GIANT NEBA HEROS
AND GET ONE

I- JUST PRESENT THIS COUPON AT NEBA HERO:

I
I
I OPEN Y DAYS A WEEK

I- -TILL THE WEE, SMALL HOURS.

- OFFER GOOD THRU SUN., MAY 4, 1969

Corner of Clifton Ave. and
West McMillan

IDqr
luturrstty

c §qop

SMARTPATTERNS
Wanta be dressed, but

still impart a pinch
of dash? Then, fella,

go stripes]- In addition
to the exclusive "cut"
of a U. Shop suit, the
stripes slenderize you
like mad. Six buttons

and plaid! What a
combination for the
fashion-minded gal.
It's a real "dressy

but look comfortable"
number. You can even

charge it.

"

m~tluiutr.sity j~:W - 323 Calhoun
221-3515



Brakhage's Films Here
By F. Keith Wahle

"A film is absotuteiy atone," is
the key' to Stan Brakhage's
philosophy of filmmaking.
Br a k hag'e , ·who has been
conducting an informal. film
workshop ori campus this we~k, is
one of the pioneers of the. "New,
American Cinema."He is .one of
the most personal and, in many
res pects, .the most important
filmmakers in the country.
At last night's public screening,

Brakhageshowed "Lovemaking"
which is a celebration of erotic
love, and a hand painted film
called "The Woman, the Horse &
the Moth." Monday night at 7:30
in .'Great Hall ,he' is showing
"Scenes From Under Childhood,
Parts I & Il " which is one' of his
most recent films and also one of
his best. The film cost Brakhage
$7000 to make.

RODER!CK Sl'}OlINS
. lTIJ... _ ®-= 1.$\ =- '

?age Ten THE UNIVERSITY ·OF CINCINNATI

NEW YORK TIMES

"Stclen Klsses'is a movie I'll cherish
for avery longtime. One of Truffaut's
best-strong, sweet, explosively funny.
Delphine Seyrig seduces Leaud in '
.one of the most erotic, nonsex
scenes I've ever seen In a movie."

#

"-Brakhage's films combine very
precise craftsmanship with intense
personal statement. "My struggle
is always to control and be
spontaneous at the same time," he
claims.
Although Brakhage does not

completely reject commercial
tU!l.!.~!L~ing,,~J!t~~ sees .two

NOW PLAYING
A Film By
FRANCOISTRUFFAUT"STOLEN KISSES"

Hollywood films per week', he
sees them as "a media rather than
an art." Frederico Fellini, whom
he calls "the Grandma Moses' of
film" is, in ms opinion, one of the
few commercial filmmakers who
approaches artistic content in his
pictures. For the most part,
however, he dislikes the
pretensiousness of trying to make
"art movies" on a commercial
basis.
Art is not for everyone,

according to Brakhage, for the
simple reason that everyone does
not need it; but he feels that
everyone .in a society benefits in
some way from the existence. of
art in that society. "If you're in a
town where practically nobody
reads poetry, "he says, "it means
you can't get a good cheeseburger
either."
. Brakhage has been making films
since he was eighteen, ';} wanted
to be a poet--and still honor that
art above all others-but I had not
the ability with language." .He
feels that the only reason -to make
movies is because you "have to
make movies,"· and that anyone
who is involved in the field for
any other reason is doing' more
harm than good;

Distributed by lOPERT PICTURES CORPORATION
KENwOOD,MALL

Esquire ~
ATTIRE ·F-O~ GENTLEMEN, '

One weekend
Major Smith" '
Lieutenant Schaffer,
and a beautiful blonde
named Mary
decide to win
World War II. ~

LAST :CHANCE
OFF,ICIAL RING'WEEK

\

,PROGRAMERS,
SYSTEMSANALYSTS

Program Trainees
Computer Operators
Full Time Clerical

Key Punch Operator

CompJlter Recruiter Corp.
1432 Enquirer Bldg.

, 617 Vine St.
621-0560

r

APRIL 28- MAY 2
RINGS ,OR DERED Dt)R ING TH IS WEEK

DELIVERED BEFORE G'RADUATION
Bruce Rotte (U.C. '64), John Robe'rts College Specialist
Will be at U.C. Bookst'ore on Monday; April 28.

Friday, April/18, 1969
--'--_ ..._~---

Music Lecture
'Entertaining'

8y Ellsworth MjIburn
Paul Hume, music critic for the

Washington Post _. music history
processor, and lecturer on music ..
for the State Department, spoke
wittily and .entertainingly to a
responsive' audience in .Corbett
~uditorium on April 8. The works
with which he illustrated his
lecture on twentieth century
"status music" included Visage by
Luciano Berio, Come Out by

, Steve Reich) Poeme Electronique
by Edgar Varese, and' an
improvisation by the New York
Philharmonic. Passing mention
was also given to Oreon by Lucas
Foss, and to mixed media
presentations. All the pieces were
either electronic or aleatoric in
nature, which is where Mr. Hume
thinks the action is. He was
offended by Visage (electronic
manipulation of earthy, female
noises), .and did not consider it
music. However, he regarded
Come Out (electronic
manipulation .of earthy, male
voices) as a:piece which has real
musical value.
Either both, or neither of these.

'works may be regarded as music"
because they exist in a fringe area
sometimes known as the
avant-garde, which frequently
crosses the boundaries of several
'art forms. These works may be
ugly, beautiful, boring or exciting,
but judgments as to their
musicality, even by Mr. Hume's
liberal .definitions, are simply not
relevant. . ~.
The action is somewhere else.

The fringe has status, and well it
should, but composers of chance
and electronic music are the first
to .admit the esoteric nature of
their .work. '
- An interview with Paul Hume
will be broadcast on WGUC on
April 29 at 7 :00 and his lecture
will be broadcast at that hour on
April 30.

'-'<

You
don't have
to wait fora
diploma to
start earning

>ii"

Here's an opportunity to· enter a
be-your-own-boss career while
still a student.

The position -life insurance
counselor representing a leading
company. The sales territory ~
your college campus. The market
- your fellow .students. Selling
life insurance in college can pay
you well because buying life
insurance while in college makes

I • good sense. Rates will never be
lowerfor them, and premiums can
be deferred until they are em-
ployed. While you are hel ping them
begin a practical savings and pro-
tection program; you are also,
establishing yourself in a highly
rewarding post-graduate. caree:_

If you are a junior or senior seeking:
a.iresponsible part-time. 'positioi
that lets you earn while you learn
call or write us at the addres
below. We'll be glad to arrange a
interview at-your convenience.

:;.
~

~--

Rodger D. Kahle, CLU
Manager, College sales
Phone,(513) 861·2330

~

~

The,~"

OHIO' NATIONAL
Life Insurance Company
a .Q,uality name in mutual life
and health insurence- cincinnati

-~...•
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Drama- Ticks

fSincerity' The Key
Bill Spear

If Paul Rutledge had any sense
at all, he would have flunked Dave
Canary for about-oh-thirty years
or so; however, only equipped to
produce first-rate musicals, Paul
Rutledge let "the bird out of the
cage."(Sorry, I couldn't resist.)
Dave Canary played the role of
Mike· Butler in last· weekends
production of "Now Is The Time
For All Good Men." Canary, who
is now a co-star of NBC's
Bonanza, .was both appealing and
entertaining. The role offers no
great demands, though, so I can't
say that anything' out of the
ordinary took place, but it is sure
that a man of his talent has
succeeded because of his talent,
and not in spite of it!
Meanwhile, back at the school,

the cast of the musical was truly
"student-star-studded .." Led by
Pam Myers, Steve McRay and
Bonnie Hinson, the cast was, for
the most part, convincing and
effective in their individual roles.
Pam Myers~ and I'm getting to the
point of "need I say more", was a
gas. She's a gifted talent and was
kind to share herself with the
appreciative' audience. Steve
McRay as the basketball coach,
was only enjoyable and, because
he had to portray a much older
man than he really is, Was.
somewhat unsure. McRay,
though, should be close behind
Pam Myers when the race for the
entertainment world starts.
Bonnie Hinson did a better job in
"South Pacific" but her role here
as the music teacher. was well
done, indeed. Bonnie sang about
five songs-all of them done
admirably--but many could have
been done with much more

power.
Newcomers to the UC stages are

al ways interesting to watch.
Although his voice was a little
weak, Ken Jansen as the coach's
son, provided the show with much
if not most of its sincerity. Dick
VonHoene, too, was excellent in
his role as the school principal.
(Von Hoene is no newcomer, ...Dy
the way.) Because of his talent to
display his feelings. And Wayne
Lammers, whose portrayal of a
bell captain in "Oh Dad" was
really .a treat, brought his Stan
Laurel mannerism to the role
of-some teacher-anyway, he was
quite good.
Not too much else is worthy of

mention. Aside from a
job-well-done as the girlfriend of
the coach's son, the remainder of
the cast was "up-to-par."· The
most vital portion of the play,
however (that being the final
tow n celebra tion scene) was
carried off .with great
professionalism~ Each actor hit
cue after cue providing the needed
sincerity-and that's what the
musical was really all about.
And finally, the technical staff

of the show is definitely to be
contratulated. The set was
exquisite, the lighting unnoticed
(which to me is good), and the
costumes fit! In particular, the
sliding stages were -most
interesting. It's strange, though,
that I find myself commending
people for doing a job right, but '
at UC, especially, in theatre, it's
nice when a prop is in the right
place. So to all those who never
get that applause, hooray-you
guys helped, too. .
"Was it Good?" Yep.

'\

special value!

CONCORD CASSETTE RADIOCORDER
compact for lectures, meetings, indoor-out-

door parties. Uses standard cassette tape,

plays to 90 minutes on C90 tape. Tone and

automatic record controls. Solid state elec- .

tronics. AM radio. Dual powered with bat-

tery or house current. Phone 381-2030.

99.95 regularly 149.95

5 PC. MUSIC CENTER has AM/FM
and FM-stereo radio. Built-in AMI
FM antennas; provision for externel..

FM antenna. Automatic /4-speed

mini-record changer, walnut base,

cartridge, dust cover. 2 matched

6" dynamic cone speakers, walnut-

speaker enclosures. Matching 8-track

cartridge player, reg. 89.~5, 48.88'

Just 6.25 per mo. for 18 -~os.

~.

~. OU';;i
e

.elum. ed!';hr~stian.itMO";".',...I.."'.'...,.,,(,'.,.....'...•,.•.~.",..,l.,.•,••.'•• ,},

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE TECH NICOLO.. W•
I : I I I": I ::.:".':".""',::1

-.. (BOX OFFICEOPENNOON to 8:30 PM) 00 ~./;l \,\
CINE C~ROUSEL ~~~'o .-r:........ ~j
8000 READING RD. I OPP. CARROUSEL MOTEL .), .

Party/Group Discounts: Phone: Faye KaulflJlan 761·2270 in it'r-':'~"':

IT'$ THE ALL-NIGHT, THING!'

W
F
I
B

concord dual-powered
Cassette recorder and player

8
o

~.£

III
St., t ~ St~l· 0 till /, 011 I ~50' Ld--=-~-------- e

,.

39.88-8
regularly 49.50

r

Solid staie circuitry records with mike stored in brief case and tape cassettes

can .be inserted or ejected without removing recorder from case! Uses stand-

ard tape cassettes. Built-in speaker. automatic record level control. Records,

plays back, stops and fast winds. Up to 1112 hrs. recording. Weighs only

23h Ibs. Earphone, carrying case, shoulder strap. Seventh Floor; Fountain
Square; also, Swifton.

TASTE THAT BEATS THE OTHERS COLD,
WFIB'S'PEPSI-COLA ALl. NIGHT THI.NG POURS IT ON.
Listen for Jim Racey every night 12:00 AM ••7:30 AM on the BIG 8

APRIL 18, 1969 WFIB BIG 8 HrrLINE

'LW TW TITLE ARTIST

<;

9
8
6
15
5
2
4
3
1
10
18

•• 1
2
3
5
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

. 13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

17
16
19

20
12
HB
HB
HB

Twenty-Five Miles
Atlantis
,The Boxer
Love (Can Make You Happy)
Pinball ,Wizard
Aquarius/Let the Sun Shine In
Gimme, Gimme Good Lovin'
Don't Give Into Him
You Made Me So Very Happy
Grazin' In The Grass
Morning Girl
Get Back/Don't Let Me Down
Sorry Suzanne
My Way
Will You Be Staying After
Sunday
The River Is Wide
Hawaii-Five-Q
We Can't GO On This Way
Composer
Where's The Playground Suzie

Edwin Starr
Donovan
Simon & Garfunkel
Mercy
TheWho
Fifth Dimension
Crazy Elephant
Gary Puckett & Un. Gap
Blood: Sweat & Tears
Friends &. Distinction
Neon Philharmonic
The Beatles
Hollies
Frank Sinatra
Peppermint
Rainbow
Grassroots
Ventures
Unchained Minds
Diana Ross & Supremes
Glen Campbell

t
(

NOW! PHONE YOUR ORDER ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT - CALL 381-2030

FOUNTAIN SQUARE SWIFTON WESTERN -nus HAMILTON

THE ORANGE MEN ARE COMING! SOBE WATCHING

MIDDLETOWN

\
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Linda BasSler
Alpha Sigma Phi Maura Meuthing

Beta Theta Pi
"¥ '«J

In" the' spirit of

--A
HIGHER
VISI'ON

~

THE
GREEK -WEEK COMMITTEE

presents
Judy Stauteenbach

Theta Chi . Lowrie Barnes·
Kappa Alpha Psi Judy Ratcliffe

Lambda Chi Alpha

GREEK WEEK DANCE
FRI.- "APRIL -18th 9:00 P.M.

, ,'. - at the -

TOPPER CLUB

(Entertainment Provided By

-

Feqtu~ing The Presentation of>th.t:

·(iREEK (iODDESS~and her COURT

D()nna Kump
Pi Kappa Alpha

THE 'D 'YTAL/ONS
DRESS.- COAT & TIE, OR TOGA

. . Y'ICKETS - $4.50 per COUPLE
available from members of the "committee or at Union Desk

Barbara Bloom
Pi Lambda Phi

Lois Lamb
S.A.E.

Sharon Donnellon
Triangle

Diana Darting
Phi Gamma Delta Toni LaCamera

Phi Delta Theta

'?"

Bunny Kessler
S.A.M. - Barbara 5chector

Sigma Phi Epsito", Cheryl Sprang
Sigma Nu

~

~

Diane McKenJ:ie
Phi Kappa T"eta

Bonnie $almans
Phi Kappa Tau ~


